Fighting Feedback Loop, Scientists Sound Alarm on Canada’s Permafrost Thaw
by Ainslie Cruickshank
April 23, 2021 – River banks have slumped, forests have been lost, and buildings have shifted and cracked on soft ground.  Lakes and ponds have drained in some places, and formed in others where once-solid land has collapsed. 
Permafrost, which underlies 40% of Canada’s landmass, is continuously frozen earth beneath the surface layers that freeze and thaw with the seasons. 
With northern Canada warming about 3 times as fast as the rest of the world, climate change threatens the permanence of vast stretches of this frozen ground — and the ecosystems and communities it supports. 
For the people living in the subarctic Dehcho region of the Northwest Territories, the changes have been stark.  “Our Elders definitely noticed a real change in how things look,” Dehcho First Nations Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian told The Narwhal in an interview.  “They don’t have to be scientists to know, they just feel it and see it.” 
While the impacts are felt most acutely in the North, permafrost thaw has implications for the global climate as well. 
Scientists are now investigating how increased warming of the North could be part of a vicious cycle known as the permafrost carbon feedback loop — the more the climate warms, the more permafrost thaws and potentially emits more greenhouse gasses, which further warms the climate and thaws more permafrost.
Permafrost holds twice as much carbon as the atmosphere, and roughly 15% of that stored carbon is vulnerable to being released, Merritt Turetsky, director of the Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research at the University of Colorado Boulder, told The Narwhal in an interview. 
While Turetsky said emissions from permafrost are small relative to human-caused carbon pollution, they are an added burden on a climate already in crisis.  “It is a threat to climate; it will create additional warming on top of anthropogenic emissions,” she said.
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